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Abstract
For an operator T on Cn and an analytic function in a neighborhood of the spectrum of T
we give equivalent conditions for T and f (T ) to have the same hyperinvariant subspaces.
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1. Introduction
Let T be a bounded linear operator on a complex Hilbert spaceH. Two lattices of
subspaces (i.e., closed linear manifolds) of H are naturally associated to T : Lat T ,
the lattice of all invariant subspaces of T , and Hyperlat T , the lattice of all subspaces
that are invariant under every operator that commutes with T . If T is an operator on
Cn and f is an analytic function in a neighborhood of the spectrum of T , Theorem
2.11.3 on p. 94 in [2] gives an equivalent condition, in terms of f and the spectrum
of T , for Lat T = Lat f (T ). Here we will determine the corresponding condition for
Hyperlat T = Hyperlat f (T ).
2. A look at the problem
For an operator T we will denote by σ(T ) the spectrum of T and by {T }′ the
algebra of all operators commuting with T (i.e., the commutant of T ). Recall that
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a subspace that belongs to Hyperlat T is called a hyperinvariant subspace of T . We
need now some results from literature. Let us start with a necessary and sufficient
condition for T and f (T ) to have the same invariant subspaces.
Theorem 2.1. If T is an operator on Cn and f is an analytic function in a neigh-
borhood of σ(T ), then Lat T = Lat f (T ) if and only if:
(a) f is one-to-one on σ(T ) and
(b) f ′(µ) /= 0 for every µ in σ(T ) which has a corresponding Jordan block of di-
mension greater than 1.
Proof. See Theorem 2.11.3 on page 94 in [2]. 
Next we will present a result which counts the elements of Hyperlat T .
Theorem 2.2. For any operator T : Cn → Cn, Hyperlat T contains exactly
k∏
i=1

mi−1∏
j=1
(p
(i)
j − p(i)j+1 + 1)

 (p(i)mi + 1)
elements, where p(i)1  p
(i)
2  · · ·  p(i)mi are the partial multiplicities of T corre-
sponding to the ith eigenvalue, i = 1, 2, . . . , k, and k is the number of different
eigenvalues of T (in particular, Hyperlat T is finite).
Proof. See Theorem 9.6.1 on page 311 in [2]. 
Now we need a result about the behavior of the partial multiplicities under the
functional calculus.
Theorem 2.3. Let T : Cn→Cn be an operator with distinct eigenvaluesµ1, . . . , µr
and partial multiplicities m(i)1 , . . . , m
(i)
ki
corresponding to µi, i = 1, . . . , r .
Let f be an analytic function in a neighborhood of the spectrum of T .
For each m(i)j define a positive integer s(i)j as follows: s(i)j = 1 if m(i)j = 1 or if
f (k)(µi) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , m(i)j − 1; otherwise f (s
(i)
j )(µi) is the first nonvanishing
derivative of f at µi .
Then the partial multiplicities of f (T ) corresponding to the eigenvalue λ are as
follows:
[
m
(i)
j
s
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j
]
repeated s(i)j
[
m
(i)
j
s
(i)
j
]
−m(i)j + s(i)j times j = 1, . . . , ki,
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+ 1 repeated m(i)j − s(i)j
[
m
(i)
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s
(i)
j
]
times j = 1, . . . , ki
for all indices i such that f (µi) = λ.
Proof. See Theorem 2.11.1 on page 92 in [2]. 
Corollary 2.4. If T : Cn → Cn is an operator and f and g are two analytic func-
tions in a neighborhood of the spectrum of T , one-to-one on the spectrum of T and
such that for every λ, eigenvalue of T , f and g have the same first nonvanishing
derivative at λ then the partial multiplicities of f (T ) corresponding to the eigenvalue
f (λ) are equal to the partial multiplicities of g(T ) corresponding to the eigenvalue
g(λ).
A very useful description of the hyperlattice is provided by the following result.
See also [4].
Theorem 2.5. Hyperlat T is the smallest lattice containing Im(T −λ)k and ker(T −
λ)k for every λ ∈ C and k  1.
Proof. See Theorem 9.4.2 on page 306 in [2]. 
Let us remark now that since {T }′ ⊂ {f (T )}′, we always have Hyperlat f (T ) ⊂
Hyperlat T .
So, when is Hyperlat T = Hyperlat f (T )? Certainly, as it will follow from the
following well-known result, when Lat T = Lat f (T ).
Proposition 2.6. If A and B are commuting operators on Cn, then LatA = LatB
implies that HyperlatA = HyperlatB.
Proof. Since LatA = LatB, Theorem 10 in [3] implies that there is a polynomial
p such that A = p(B). Thus {B}′ ⊂ {A}′. Since by symmetry we also have {A}′ ⊂
{B}′, we conclude that A and B have the same invariant subspaces and the same
commutant. Therefore A and B have the same hyperinvariant subspaces. 
In particular, then, T and f (T ) have the same hyperinvariant subspaces if they
have the same invariant subspaces. That this is not the only possibility will be shown
by the following example. Let
A =

0 1 00 0 1
0 0 0


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on C3. Then, by Theorem 2.1, LatA /= LatA2.
Let e1, e2, e3 be the standard basis of C3. By Example 1.1.1 on p. 6 in [2],
LatA = {(0), Span {e1}, Span {e1, e2},C3}.
As it is easy to see that BA = AB if and only if
B =

a b c0 a b
0 0 a


for some complex numbers a, b and c, every invariant subspace of A is also hyper-
invariant. A direct algebraic computation gives that CA2 = A2C if and only if
C =

a b c0 d e
0 0 a


for some complex numbers a, b, c, d and e. Since all the subspaces in HyperlatA
are invariant under every such C, it follows that HyperlatA ⊂ HyperlatA2 and so
HyperlatA = HyperlatA2. We will see later that, in a sense, this is the only other
possibility.
Thus, as shown by the previous example, condition (b) in Theorem 2.1 is not
necessary for the equality of the hyperlattices. Let us demonstrate next that condition
(a) in Theorem 2.1 is still necessary.
Proposition 2.7. If T is an operator on Cn and Hyperlat T = Hyperlat f (T ), then
f is one-to-one on σ(T ).
Proof. Since the property under discussion is invariant under similarities we can in
fact assume, without loss of generality, that T its own Jordan form.
Suppose that there are two different numbers α and β in σ(T ) such that f (α) =
f (β). Let x be a norm one vector in ker (T − α) and let y be a norm one vec-
tor in ker (T − β)∗. We will denote by x ⊗ y the rank one operator that takes y
into x.
It is easy to see that
⋃
k1 ker (T − β)k =
⋃
k1 ker (T − β)∗k i.e., the root spaces
are the same. Therefore there isk  1 such thaty ∈ ker (T − β)k . ForT the root spaces
corresponding to different eigenvalues are actually orthogonal. Thus ker (T − α) ⊥
ker (T − β)k . In particular, x /∈ ker (T − β)k.
It is obvious that ker (T − α) belongs to Hyperlat T . Since x ⊗ y(y) = x and x /∈
ker (T − β)k , ker (T − β)k /∈ Lat x ⊗ y. However, f (T )(x ⊗ y) = (f (T )x)⊗ y =
(f (α)x)⊗ y = (f (β)x)⊗ y = x ⊗ f (β)y = x ⊗ f (T )∗y = (x ⊗ y)f (T ) which
means that ker (T − β)k /∈ Hyperlat f (T ). (Here the bar denoted the complex con-
jugate.) Therefore Hyperlat T /= Hyperlat f (T ) and this is a contradiction. 
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3. Main theorem
As in the proof of the previous proposition, we can always assume, without loss of
generality, that T equals its Jordan form. If σ(T ) = {λ1, . . . , λk} and T =⊕kj=1 Tj ,
with σ(Tj ) = {λj }, then Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 1.3 in [1] imply that
Hyperlat T = Hyperlat T1 ⊕ Hyperlat T2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Hyperlat Tk.
When f is an one-to-one function on the spectrum of T then we also have
Hyperlat f (T ) = Hyperlat f (T1)⊕ Hyperlat f (T2)⊕ · · · ⊕ Hyperlat f (Tk).
Thus Hyperlat T = Hyperlat f (T ) if and only if Hyperlat Tj = Hyperlat f (Tj ) for
every 1  j  k.
However, for finite dimensional spaces, the “only if” does not require disjoint
spectra, as it will follow from the next result.
Theorem 3.1. Let A and C be operators on Cn and let B and D be operators
on Cm. If HyperlatA⊕ B = HyperlatC ⊕D, then HyperlatA = HyperlatC and
HyperlatB = HyperlatD.
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to show the first equality and even for that one,
again by symmetry, it will be enough to prove that HyperlatA ⊂ HyperlatC. Let
k  1 and λ ∈ C. Let E be an operator that commutes with C. Then E ⊕ 0 com-
mutes with C ⊕D. By Theorem 2.5, ker (A⊕ B − λ)k is in HyperlatA⊕ B and
so it is also in HyperlatC ⊕D. Thus E ⊕ 0 ker (A⊕ B − λ)k ⊂ ker (A⊕ B − λ)k
which means E ker (A− λ)k ⊕ 0 ⊂ ker (A− λ)k ⊕ ker (B − λ)k and so ker (A−
λ)k ∈ LatE. Therefore ker (A− λ)k ∈ HyperlatC. A similar computation will give
that Ran (A− λ)k ∈ HyperlatC. Hence, again by Theorem 2.5, HyperlatA ⊂
HyperlatC. 
We are now ready to proceed with our main result.
Theorem 3.2. If T is an operator on Cn, then Hyperlat T = Hyperlat f (T ) if and
only if:
(a) f is one-to-one on σ(T ) and, if there is λ ∈ σ(T ) such that f ′(λ) = 0, then
either
(b1) f ′′(λ) = 0 and all Jordan blocks of T corresponding to λ have dimension 1
or
(b2) f ′′(λ) /= 0 and all Jordan blocks of T corresponding to λ have the same odd
dimension.
Proof. We will start by showing that the conditions are necessary. Thus let T be an
operator with the property that Hyperlat T = Hyperlat f (T ). We already know by
Proposition 2.7 that f must be one-to-one on σ(T ). Let us assume now that there is
λ ∈ σ(T ) such that f ′(λ) = 0.
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Suppose that f ′′(λ) = 0 and that there is a Jordan block of T , corresponding to λ,
of dimension at least 2. By the remarks in the first part of this section, we can con-
sider that σ(T ) = {λ} and T equals its Jordan form. Let g(z) = f (z)− f (λ). Since
Hyperlat g(T ) = Hyperlat f (T ) and Hyperlat T = Hyperlat (T − λ) we obtain that
Hyperlat g(T ) = Hyperlat (T − λ).
There is a k  3 and an analytic function h with h(λ) /= 0, such that g(z) =
(z− λ)kh(z). For g(z) and (z− λ)k , the first nonzero derivative at λ is the same.
Therefore, by Corollary 2.4, the eigenvalue 0 has the same partial multiplicities
in g(T ) and in (T − λ)k . Hence, using Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 2.2, we con-
clude that Hyperlat g(T ) and Hyperlat (T − λ)k have the same finite number of ele-
ments. Since Hyperlat g(T ) = Hyperlat (T − λ), this implies that Hyperlat (T − λ)
and Hyperlat (T − λ)k have the same number of elements. However, Hyperlat (T −
λ)k ⊂ Hyperlat (T − λ). Thus Hyperlat (T − λ)k = Hyperlat (T − λ).
Let A=T − λ. We obtained that HyperlatA=HyperlatAk , where k  3, σ(A) =
{0} and A has a Jordan block J corresponding to the eigenvalue 0, of dimension
m  2. By Theorem 3.1, Hyperlat J = Hyperlat J k .
Theorem 2.2 implies that Hyperlat J has m+ 1 elements. If k  m, then J k = 0
and so Hyperlat J k has two elements which is a contradiction. If k < m, then, by
Theorem 2.3, J k has partial multiplicities [m/k] and [m/k] + 1. Therefore, by The-
orem 2.2, Hyperlat J k has 2([m/k] + 1) elements. Hence m+ 1 = 2([m/k] + 1) 
2((m/k)+ 1) which implies that m  k/(k − 2)  3 (because k  3). Since m >
k  3, this is a contradiction.
Let us consider now the case f ′′(λ) /= 0. By a similar computation to the one in
the first part of the proof, we obtain that HyperlatA = HyperlatA2, where σ(A) =
{0} and A is in the Jordan form. Suppose that there is a Jordan block J , corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue 0, of dimension 2m. By Theorem 3.1, Hyperlat J =
Hyperlat J 2. However, Hyperlat J has 2m+ 1 elements, while Hyperlat J 2 has 2m
elements (using again Theorems 2.2 and 2.3). Hence we obtained a contradiction.
Suppose now that there are two different Jordan blocks of T corresponding to 0,
J1 and J2, of dimensions 2m1 + 1 and 2m2 + 1, respectively, where m1 < m2. By
Theorem 3.1, Hyperlat J1 ⊕ J2 = Hyperlat J 21 ⊕ J 22 . The same two theorems used
before will give us that Hyperlat J 21 ⊕ J 22 has 4(m1 + 1)(m2 −m1) elements, while
Hyperlat J1 ⊕ J2 has (2m1 + 2)(2m2 − 2m1 + 1) elements. Therefore 4(m1 + 1)×
(m2 −m1) = (2m1 + 2)(2m2 − 2m1 + 1), or 2(m2 −m1) = 2(m2 −m1)+ 1. This
contradiction concludes the proof that the conditions are necessary.
Let us see now that the conditions are sufficient. If (a) and (b1) are true, then the
conclusion follows by Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.6. In order to see that (a) and
(b2) imply the conclusion, it will be enough to show that Hyperlat T = Hyperlat T 2
when σ(T ) = {0} and all Jordan blocks of T corresponding to 0 have dimension
2m+ 1 (using the same steps as in the beginning of the proof). Theorem 2.2 implies
that Hyperlat T has 2m+ 2 elements and Hyperlat T 2 has 2(m+ 1) elements, since,
by Theorem 2.3, T 2 has partial multiplicities m and m+ 1. Since Hyperlat T 2 ⊂
Hyperlat T , this implies that they are actually equal. 
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